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SYNEL AMERICAS LAUNCHES SY-910, NEW FACIAL RECOGNITION 

HARDWARE FOR USE WITH TIME & ATTENDANCE SYSTEMS 
 

Scottsdale, AZ, January 16, 2017– Synel Americas today announced the latest addition to their popular facial 

recognition technology line for time and attendance, the SY-910, part of the world-renowned SY-Face line. 

SY-910’s most alluring feature, aside from its ability to instantly verify a user’s countenance without touch, is its 

user-programmable six (6) function keys. Designed to allow for the collection of additional (unlimited) workplace 

data, users can program these function keys for inputting information such as tips, department transfers, piece 

rates, and more.  

All of the advanced terminals in Synel’s SY-Face line employ Dual Facial Recognition Technology to instantly map 

the user’s facial structure, comparing it against saved templates from enrollment. The method is so advanced, SY-

Face terminals cannot be fooled by 2-D imagery, identical twins, ever-changing facial hair, darkness, and more. 

Look-and-go technology from Synel helps eliminate costly security threats like “buddy punching.”  

While the SY-910 is backwards compatible with its predecessor and can effectively replace any existing SY-940, 

the SY-940, the SY-910 can also be configured in the following ways: 

 With existing software: Utilize Synel Americas’ SDK to attach the SY-910 to existing software. 

 With Synel Americas’ software: Synel Americas’ desktop software pairs out-of-the-box with the SY-910. 

 With web services: Synel Americas has developed a custom Java application to connect the SY-910 

seamlessly to web services software without the need for middleware. 

# # # 

With over 120,000 installations globally, Synel America’s proven technologies continue to be reliable, innovative, and fully-supported internationally. Currently 

accepting applications to become a partner online. Visit www.synel-americas.com to learn more. If you would like more information about this topic, please 

contact Caity Strong, Marketing Director at 480-374-7780 or email at caitys@synel-americas.com.  
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